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Preface

.

In efforts at improving th,:. quality oF education and at justifying
voc

expenditures for compensatory education and school desegregation, we are

Increasingly dependent upon the data of evaluative research. Yet the

data fro'in many of these evaluation efforts conducted over the past twelve

years are confused and inconclusive. The findings from these studies

are'sometiMes contradictory,. The interpletlitions hr e
e
became the subject

rt,
.

of considerable controversy, particularly as thesg findings and interpretations

appear to contradict some of our cherished assumptions concerning education

and educability. The lack of clarity with respect to the meaning of these

data and the value of such prograrr4 is in part.attributable to a variety of

,problems in the design and conduct of evaluative research. Among these

problems, increasing attention is being calleeto the fact that there are

.17
sparse data concerning the specific naturci of program interventions. These

tend to be repo'rtect undd labels or brief,description's which provide little

informatioA relative to the nature and quality of the treatments -t4 which the \,

pupils studied are exposed. In an effort at gaining better understanding

I of the content and nature of some of these programs,' this project was

directed at 'describing selected programs thought to be exemplary of quality,

progress, trends or problems in compensatory education and school desegregation.

Ten compensatory education programs and two school desegregation prograrns`were

selected foT defolled description.
s

The,principal procedures utilizer' in this study included documentary



analysis, direct observation'of programs and interviews witch selected

informants. The tasks to ke accomplished included identification and.
...,,,',, . /,

--... selection of projects to be studied, collection "of all available data on

each project considered, field study of promising candidate projects,

, preparation of descriptive reports; final selection and reporting.

1

`,6

1,

Following . is the description of one- orthese seleaed programs.
, . .. ..

For tife,cOMplete report of this project see document number ED 099 458s
..- .

in the ERIC syiteni.
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Introduction

Qrongeburg, Sout13,Carolina Unifitd,School District #5 implemenieil'a court

approved geographical zoning plan in 1970-71; and, in Compliance with Swann

et. al. v. Cetite-Mecklenburg Board or Education, et. al. and Davis v. School

District of Pontiac, Inc., a plan clutterinTand pairing schools for the 1971-72 school

II.
1.

:year; Of-the distpiatti-.7,0:00 stitderas.A,700_.are bqed under thiiplan (cortipared with

,a1

2,706 'Previously): Mciny faculty members were reassigned, and all school staffs .cur-.

rently reflect the district's racial population; five of the eleven principals are blaCk.

- ki the process of unifying .the school district, numerous meetings and workshops that

involved studenti, staff and the community were held. A 40-mer;ber.districfrwide

Citizens Advisory Committee, formed in 1970, fetiects the racial and socioeconomic

tw`-/
makesup.of the community as do numerous other schools and program citizen committees.

Human relations sessions have concentrated on communication skills in interpersonal

relationships and have done a great deal to- increase understanding and reduce tension.

Through judicious use of various funding sources, the district has_initiated a student

*advocate counseling- activity; instructional, lunchroom; and clerical aides to free ,

reacher tirnl.for teaching; an organized community volunteer progra'rn; and a' monthly

newsletter. One example of the educational innovations that have'developed indi-

rectlyrectly through the UnificatiOnfitocess is the continuous progress program of the ele-

mentary schools, A superintendent and a board committed ta carry out the plan in

good. faith andNto provide quality education appear to have created an atmosphere-.

that gives pause totmany whites who had placed their chifdrenin private academies

to avoid desegregation. The numerous public school-related activities outlined above
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have contributed to the creation of an environment of mutual activist concern for

the eduCiition of all the diitrictq chiletep.

'Bettina

4 1

.4
. , .

. The tom of Orangeburg is located on the.,Edisto River, forty miles southeast

4 ,

of Columbia, South Carolina's Major city. While, the area was once predominantly

r

,
ao;iculturol, several

the economic base.

light industries have come in in the fast decade, diversifying

Two predominantlyblack colleges,'Claflin and South Ca6ina

State, provide Orangeburg with a sizeable black middle class and student population.
cs,

The 13,200 people within t4-4, two boundaries are predominantly white. The bounda

les have been drawn to maintain thisPsituation resulting in an all-white mayor and
o

'city-council.. The blacks whO live in the town are 'concentrated near the college

and in three or four neighborhoods, one of which is a middle class neighborhood.

School District 45, which includes the town, extends out Into the county and has a

population of approximately 20,000, 50% of whom are black. Forty to 45% of this
.

population, many of whom are white, falls under the 0E0 poverty buidelines, and

the county was des:G:4.-40d orc of four in ihe,state to be included in a demonstration

welfare project.

The mOrapgvburg Massacre, " 'in which three unarmed students were killed and

twenty wounded by state troopers, occurred on the campus of South Carolina State

In February, 1968. Despite the conservatism of many of the community's whites,

'his tragedy of 1963 led to the formation of a dity-y/ide biracial human relations
4.)0

committee which served to increase formal channels oftommunication, dispel! rumors,

1
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. cnd provide a forum for articulation of needs and fruitrations, real as well as

ilaakHed. This city committee was; in some ways, a forertmner to ihecommunity

input into Districf15`;as its first co-chairman is now chairman of the five-member

Boaid of Trustees and matt' of its members serve on the Citizens Advisory Committee.

Two of the five members of the Board are black; both were reelected to their two-
v

. year terms by,large majorities in April, 1972. The board Operated under an unwritten
.

policy that any member who chooses to send hirher children to a priiate academy

resigns. -

This unwritten policy wasne,cmitated by the growth of private academies-in
\

#

Orangeburg since 1963. Approximately 1500stuOents have left the public schools

for these private academies, 1200 of them since 1969. -Some of these:students attend

.s

on "scholarships" provided by affluent opponents of desegregated education. this
. , .

, trend has affected the public school system in innumerable ways; in addition' .to a lass
. ,...:_...

. .

of per-pupil state funds andthe demoralizing'effect of losing the support of a.larsge ,

percentage of the white "establishment," the black-white, ratios in the schoolstbve

Moved from 52A, white in 1964 to 32% White in 1972.

4

There is not a great deal of socializing between those who end their children

. to private academies and those who 'send theirs to public schools. Neither is there

much black-white sociaVizing outside of formal meetings, and strictly segregated

neighborhood patterns do not encourage such friendships. In that sense 'Orangeburg

is a typical small town where everyone knows everyone else and the traditional

barriers to free 'interaction are respected by everyone.

The public school system serves approximately-7700Q stydents and includes seven

8
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. elementary schools, divided into two 1-2, two 3-4, two 5-6 and tone 1-76 sthools;*
)

one stventh'grade school; one eighth trade school; one 9-10 school and orie 11-12

st631. Half of these schools were built ;9st outside'the city limits to accommodate
ro

it fo;Tlerly all blackopulations Most elementary schools are constructed on a
4

e

raorridOr-plan with four classrooms on each corridor and easy access to the outside.

6
.

Portobles have been used qt some schools at both the elementary,and,secondary levels

for.° number of years. School buildings appear to be-in good repair; two that Were ,

not have been discontinued in4he last several years.
.4

-
Overvii4,

a 4

Although the liindmark decision of Brown 'v. Board of Education was decided in

.
1954, Diitrict 5 took no action 'to desegregate its schools until 1964. An that year

.
the U.S. District Court ordered the district to initiate a freedom-of-choice plan,

alloWing any'stutnt to trapsfer from,o school where his race was in a minority. How -

ever,, the procedure for transfer was quite involsp,ved and, consequently, only 73 black

students had entered all white schools in 1965. 'After q district court order.in1966

p

simplified procedures,' the number increased to 294.in 1968-69.

Under a 1969 court order the District proposed d plan based on geographical zoning.:

This plan, actualized in 1970-71, 'proved unsatisfactory in that many whites used evasive

devices to change their place of residence, As a result, there were asses in which, white

, .

parents, who were complying with'the ruling in gOOdlaiih,. found their child the' only
.47

white'child in a classroom.
-

Sure of these parentiformed an organization, Help C:Irange--
. ,

4. .
.

. .
-

..
burg Public Education (HOPE) which began as a protest to the schpol board to'get them

.
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fo propaieo.more reasonable plan.' However, the efforts of the Disqict_to counter

lea
4

- . ,
.

such transferalswereunsucce-siful, and some nearly alhblack.and schools
.

superintendent
4!!:

remained.- Pursuant to Ole. Swonn and Davis:ruling, 'the superintendent are school
. , - ,

bOard in July, 1971

the district. Under

, propose d-h plan for The clustering and pairing of schociiwithin
.

this plan, two large elementary school zones were formed; each

containing theee schools; one at each two-grade level. The most central school in
#

each zone was 'made thel=2 sthool ,on the theory thatTnore children would be within

walking distance to this school. One central-city-school was left as a 1=6 school.
,

..since its population roughly reflected the racial distribution of the oleo: All four

.
secondary schooiswoLitd serve the entire community. The chaos caused by constant '3

., J.
transferring ended with the implementation of this plan, and the HOPE member_: were

. ,

far more satisfied with the hew plan. -,
. ,

o f 1

. ..This legal background does not reflect the preparation which the district admin7
...., ,

.
iztration had the foresight to!initiate." Begihning in 1969-76,1prior to the first major

c ,

t . . , .,.
thrust to desegregate all schools,workshops were help for staff members to tackle an- .

* /
.., .

ticipated problems. Unfortunately, only about half of the staff could be included in

4

these early sessions. 'Nearly all attending agree that the'workshoPi did increase under-
.

`1

standing and, reduce personal tensions about the anticipated 'change. In the succeeding

summer of 1970 'facultjf workshops were held on communication skills, teaming styles
f

.
.

of students and methods andipaterials:for multi - ethnic groups. This pre-school ,repar-
,

.ation was considered' invaluable'bv the participants, many of whom were reassigned

to new schools under the geographical zonineplan.
o

The inter-school visitations' and "open houses" organizedfOr students and'staff in

1.0
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April sand MOy, 1970, were the only preparatory activities that directly affected
..... , / ,.

all elementary students and families. In Decemberi'1970,
\
howeVer, secondarj,

,

. ,
...,

students begun to attend 1-1/2 day htimon relatio s conferences,. At these cessions, ,

. . .

.
consultants from the University of South Carolin asegreation Center trained t om-

. ,,
. .

munity -merrtgers to serve as group.ialcilitators. Each group had a white and a black
,.,

facilitator. For this first conference the 91/student participants (who head been.ye-
.

,

,..
: i

commended y thi,Student Executive Board) included leaders regular studenti and
.. ,

. /
students wi obvipus prejudices and problems. Parental approval Vicis necessary,

, ..' i
,

and any.st, denf,coulichoose not to Participate.- \During the half-day orientation

session, roups of 8-10 students were farmed by multiplyina cliads of students who
. . . -,

didn't note one another,

.

goals for the following day were set'and plans for they

.1
following de), wire discussed. In the day-long sessions which followed, community

, 1

'facilitators periodically initiated a5'tivities-and exercisefto stimulate communication.
..

. I

The day concluded witha total gralspirneeting auripg which the groups shared feeVngs,
... : /

J
activities, and recommendations./ , ,

/

Since this first human .relations conference, several other's have been held for
- . / /

,

youth in grades 912, the most recent in March, 1972. Student response to these

..1'

sessions has been overwhelmingly positive; studtnts comment on their new ability t
. ,

listen to and respect others' opinions; their-inclination to talk freely and discuss

prejudice openly, their realization that the first step in facing,a problem is for t th

sides to open up and understand each other; their awareness that inditiduals oft

imaolneo problem; i.e.1white misunderstanding of black hostility toward the qo

federate flag and.black misunderstanding of white feeling toward, the clenched 'fist

1
1
t

(



solute.- Irrlorer sessions, discussion tended to focus more

with school administrators and the irrelktvancy of school.t
the groups at.all'sessionssstroingly emphcC-e the need for

on the lack of communication

Recommendations made by

total participati d 5'

..
parent fOculty involverrient in such se:lions. However, rhost students ,do not waVi't

. ". ,

to be in groups with their own parents because they realize that they are far more
.

. .

willirig to open up:and discuss issues frankly than are their parents. The community

facilitcaots appeared quite imprdssed by the student efforts to gettothe cause of the

I A c

prob I ern and by the new perspective on-things which ineeitablif results from a success

fy1conference of thifsore. .

After the July, 1971, court order, preparaticrs were quickly made fpr a pre-school

1

,.
. .

three7icy conferenCe at a nearby rdsortimotA attendees included forty student leaders

,
.. ,.

'from both high schools, faculty, adtylinistrator.; and community representatives. Again :9
, .

I

the Desegregation Center provided consultants. The purpose of tills-conference was

to discuss concerns resulting from the merg er such cs school colors;' mascots, student

councils and class Officers and proceedings. Students selected twelve such major

concerns/ "brainstormed" in small groUpsOnd reached "suggestive" deckions to recorr
.. - .

mendla the studeni body.5. Free urapping" wastime for socializing, swimming, orsiusts !"

prov ild. This Conference, funded by E SAP, is creditepl by many as a 'Ojor factor.,

In the. smooth merger of the high schools.

' o

/ The city-wide Citizens.Adv. so y Lo/m1 . ftee, 5,," hic had been organized a year

rior,to the issuance of the court, Order, *provided a diversified community roup'fa-.

mil ior with school-related issues and erving as ,9-link between the communit; r
.

. , 5

*

and the board and administratiOn. ince communication gaps iivere frequent and
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rumors.did,abound, this group was pivotal in assuring that information was available

with'iri the community.
4

O'_'-er steps taken prior,. to the unification which helped prepare staff wum visits

' by-staff :o exemplary programs., frequent inseNice session's - often with visiting con-.

sultants available, and increased number of aides. Secondary students, especially _

those-expertencing frustration arschool; were helped by interventio\ ist counselors.
,

',The tour-page monthly newsletter "-Seope," inaugurated in 1970-71, h

info/mationinfo/motion on total school programs to the community.-

s. Project Operation,
dr-

'Continuous Progress" is the name given to the plan initiatedin all .elementary

6

provided

schools in '1971-72.. The plan groups children according to learning capacities in ,-

,

. ,different areas and encourages individualization within each classroom. Team teach-
? . /

.

ing is utilized to. facilitate the flexible grouping required and to provide children with

s.

Yt
r

va rious teaching stylesand
a

pupil to progress as rapidly

approaches. In theory, "Continuous Progress" allows each

as his own ability permits through sequential skills develop=

ment,. In practice, most teachers and principals- believe that they have become more

cogniztint of individudl learning styles and more gie to help individual children at

individual levels:- BO the process of implementing continuous progress varies slightly

from school to schoo'

Principals appear to have a greater: degree of autonomy here than in many systems,

as they work with their teachers to implement the continuous progress program. The

hvb-graded schools facilitate this implementation in several ways. Because they

1 1.

4



, provide a large population of similar-aged children, it is easier to group four classes

along one corridor for team teaching and to group same-aged children a variety

of ways. Moreover, with faculties who all teach sarne=aged youngsters in 4.ne

building, "content" discuissions'on actualization of the plan are much more eusily

initiated, both on formal and informal levels. In some classrooms, particularly at

the lower levels, the learning-center approach has been initiated with a great deal

of time spent in small groups and in individual activity. Classroom aides haVe helped

to facilitate this I ind of activity; however, teachers feel that there are not enough

aides to individualize the classroom as much as they would like. ,Teacherstudent

ratio is approximately 1:28. Two-ievel classes and groupings have been initiated

in some sc:Jools, and it appears that this trend will continue as teachers become more

secure Wit.the new approaCh.

Abitity grouping in certain subject areas has led to iisituation where some groups
2 /

do not reflect the district-wide racial ratio. The high correlation between ability

and socio-economic variables fosters the placement of blacks in low ability groups

and whites in high ability graupi in some schools. In other scirols with a substantial

black middle class population this situation has not developed. The corrective reading

classes are occasionally.all black, as are some of the special education classes. How-

ever, flexible grouping in the regular team-teaching situation does .
provide an oppor-

tunity for children to be in classes which more accurately reflect the district-wide
.

;ono for most of the day. The attention placed on not "labeling" a child, Which is

e theoretical underpinning to the conlinuous progress effort, gives warning to those

who might label aiblack child as permanently "slow." or "underachieving."

14
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,Supported by most of the elementary-level staff, team teaching is facilitated

by the physical layout of most buildrngi: the four classrooms along each t orridor pro-
,

vide'both*teachers and students viith On-established area of interaction. So. -eteam

teaching has been initiated at the junior high school 16:fel'and here, too, it t.;?pears

, to have evolved from the staff desire to individualize instruction and capitalize on
p

individuil teacher abilities.

The four secondary schools. in the system attempt to provide alternatives-within
-

the system for each student. Desegregation of schools at this level is frequently

frought with tension and crisis; Orangeburg has made a relatively smooth transition.

Since students are grouped for academic areas and since special 'Title 1 reading

-sgrvices are provided for some "educationally deprived" students, 0 certain amc'int

o
of resegregation occurs here also. Again, the presence of a large number of mic!,ile

0 class blacks along with some low-income whites" n the system mewls that although

the lower ability and "special', classes tend to.be predominantly black, the middle

and upper ability groups are rarely, if ever, all white.

Guidance services at all four schools have become increasingly diverse, gener-

ally offering group "rap" sessions as well as individual counseling. Interschool com-

munication among secondary schools, through both formal andInformal channels,

'appears to be constant and substantive. Each spring, guidance counselors from the.

11-12 school spend several days at the 9-10 school; at that time they register students

and provide information about their next school. Counselors at the 9-70 and 8 school

do the same with the lower school. Counselors hOve not, as yet, initiated regular.
o

meetings among themselves, although they acknowledge that such communication

15
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would be desirable. The small size of the community further aids triter-school

communicaf ion .

The "openness" of the 11-12 school attests to a. trust that the studints a. this

level ccu handle, the responsibility of some "non-program:lee-time without dbs

rupting the entire school. Student -council, based on homeroom representation,

reflects the racial percentages fairly accurately and has,been a cohesive force in

the initial year of unification: its effectiveness pari, the result of its role,

albeit-minor, in the administration of the school Joint officers served in 1971-72

because both high schools had elected officers prior to the July court order; this
,

system seems to have worked smoothly, and neither group or officers dominated the

,councii. An ESAP advisory group of approximately eight students has been formed

at each secondary school, these groups meet With administration and with citizen
. -

_committees and have helped to keep communication lines open to students. In the

initial period of desegregation, the egtra-curricularctivity which most directly

contributed to-a sense of unity was a football team that captured the state champiOns-
_

ship. Football is the majOi:sport in the area, and the cohesiveness which developed

in the school and the community as the season progressed was a great morale booster

at the year's beginning. All extracurricular activities are desegregated from cheer

leaders through tinterest clubs, although they are not all reflective of district-wide

ratios.

While the transition at the secondary level has teen a smooth one, there

muted racial hostility presenNat both high schools that could erupt at the slightest

provocation. This may be as much a result of national pol:tical, sociological and

is some

1 6
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ethnic trends as of factors unique to Orangeburg. While human relations confer.'

ences serve to change perspectives, increase communication, and minimize pro-
.

voCatians, they are unlikely to extirpate such hostility.

Intepentionist counselors were first hired during the 1970-71 school year to
-

serve as student ad,yocateson the secondary level. Three such counselors were .

working in the spring af 1972: t en at the 9-11 level and one women at the

f-8 level. However, in ractice, they did not limit their activity to grade levers.
P.

While thesepeople work closely With guidance counselors, they have maintained d,

position separate from the administration, and the students resp&ct them as tthe stu-

dent advocates. The three men "ho have-field such positions, two blacki and one

white, have airbeen professional athletes, c factor which has enhanced their rept,-
. =

tation among the secondary school students. These.counselors spend-muCh of their

efforts in social work-type activities such 'as visiting families and-working with

agencies. This is one.example of an activity initiated in relation ta desegregation

that proved to be a necessary service in terms of student needs regardless of desegrer

gation.

This counselor activity is one of a vast array of services that have recently been

made poisible by federal funding. Daily corrective reading sessions for approximately

500 elementary students constitute a major Title I project. The corrective reading

teachers, working with a variety of materials, evaluate indivi,dual children's reading,

problems, identify areas in which to focus, and continually reevaluate each child.

A developinental reading progFam operates at the 9-10 level for students reading

below grade level. Here again, a widetrange of materials; coupled with recorders

7
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and other machines, are used,in the effort to ddvelop interest in reading while

. .

Ord.,ing reading skls. Volt,nteer proc,,ams, organized by the ESAP fund coordin-
.

ator, locus on one-to-one.reading tutoring at several levels.

Project Succeed attempts to reach potential dropouts at the, secondary !ewel and

involve them in a prevocational experience, gearing the "skills" taught to this ex-
,

perience. Numerous aides work in the district, funded under Title I and ESAP.

While some work
1
in classrooms assisting teachers to 'individualize their classes, others

work in lunchrooms, on buses and in clerical positions. Title I funded summer programs
0

have been operating in the district for several year*,.

An elementary schoOl social worker and a health-medical program azelso Kmded

under Title 1. The social worker, p black woman, attempts to wdrk with the en+ire

environment of the child in a manner that-does not attach any Social class stiga to

the child or to the-family. She is making inroads in the:delicate areas of providing

children with sufficient clothing and encouraging parental involvement in children's,

eciucationai efforts. A special class for first graders who were not communicating in

the regular,classroom has been one of her major projects as she talks with the teacher,

;observes the children and actsps a'liaisbn with th'e family. The health services have

also been importanf for these children; rilany have had their first post-birth contact

with doctors. Under the health pidgram, applicable to all Title I. Children, eyeglasses,

as well as emergency medical and dental services, are provided. Preventive screening

'Is also a part of this component.

Ntn addition to the counseling, dissemination', aides, community involvement and

human relations programs, ESAP funds also support staff in-service activities, a physical

4
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facility for higfi school counseling, and after school dctivity personnel .

The presence of oh 'BEA Title II! Early Childhood Education center attests-to

District 5's tom°mitment to seeking fund:. for quality, innovative projects. This

program, in which participation is voluntciy; includes some first grades as well as

kindergartens. Increasing numbers,4 white-parents are enrolling their children in-

this special project.-which has a, population of roughly 50% black students. Initiated ;..

in 1969, the project serves as a training center fOr teachers. Parents are encouraged

to participate in the classroom at least one hour per week, and the Curriculum stresses

social adjustment as well as readiness and skills development.

Since cr large part of District 5 is rural, many students have riddert school buses

for,years. Of the approximately 4700 students riding buses in 1971-72, 2700 were

doing so in 1970-71. Although the average oneway bus trip is about 35 minutes;

some students do ride for180 minutes,. The small size of the district coupled with the

dispersion of students from one areckto as many as seven different schools has created

the unfortunate situation where 40% of the;students bused have to changebuses in

midroute. Secondary school students serve as bus aides and have-helped to alleviate

any, problems in .connection with this transferring process, but all in the district recog
..

.nize it as an unfortunate situation.

Of the 45 bits drivers, 41 are secondary school students, about 70% of them black

and many of them Female: Student bus aides are frequently promoted to drivers when

They pass the state's three'day training Program. The two kindergarten Sus drivers are

women. In recent months, 'busing has become a national issue; yet little furor exists

in District 5, despite the busing of more than 50 percent of the students and the
Oro
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presence of anti-schOol desegregation forces.

Bus routes include white as well as black students; thus children othDth races

are in contact with each other all day. With the younger. Children in the ,s-' de

1-2 schools -there appears tc be little or no racially created tensions, and the :' play

together on the sciibol playground-. However, at higher.age and grade levels inte-

gration appears to decrease. Again, the causes for this reach beyond Orangeburg

and may, at this point in time, be inevitable.. Many parents, both black and white,

discourage their children from bringing home children from the other group., and from

attending dances with them. At high school dances nearly all the students are black,

a situation which is not surprising in the U.S. rural south of 1972. Within-school

iprogrcims-ani activities have been unified smoothly'', and rarely do`incidents occur

that area direct result-of racial hostilities; in a community such as Orangeburg,

these are-significant first year achieVements.,_

33

Personnel

One hundred and sixty-nine (169) of Orangeburg District 5's 313 faculty members-.

are black, pod 144 are'"white. Over one half of the staff members were transferred to
,

,

new schools in the academic years 1970-71 and 1971-72 as the district desegregated .

its staff and divided its schools into one or two grade levels. Of the seven elemeritory-
..

principals, three are black; the eighth grade school and the 9-10 grade school have
f .

black principals. The assistant principal, at both junior high schools is of the opposite

race from the principal, and there is one black and one white assistant principal at
.

each high school. The guidance staff is similarly desegregated. The central admid-
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istrative staff is predominantly white; only one assistant superintendent and the lunch
.

row supervisor are blatk. The central office situation has generated some hostility.

among 'he black faculty and seems unnecessary'becausb of the number, of qualified

blacks in the district and the amount of planning that went into so many stetting

decisions. One example of this planning is the provision of a male PE teacher for

each elementary school of the opposite race than the principal, assuring that children

at each-mhos:31mill be in daily contact with both a black and white mare.

The relative degree of autonomy given to principals has resulted in 'Various levels

of interstaff cooperation. Elementaryzithoa principals haVe, by and large, been

,extremely, supportive of their staffs in implemen,,ting the .continuous progress program,

M1

both.in facilitating team teaching efforts by arranging for team planning times and

in strpportinj individuals as they work with the new approach. All teams consist Of

both black and white teachers and.a, high degree of "team spirit." prevails. The morer
-

fragmented nature of teaching efforts at the secondary schools is evident in the reduced

, .

Argree-of staff "esprit de carps." In at least one secondary school there is a high' degree

of latent staff racial tension, and the lack of interiacial communication is obvious to

students. V. r
ApproxiMately one -half of the total staff have attended the'heurrilah relations

sessarts, initiated in 1969-70. Although these were not considered a panacea for

staftectoper on and although not all staff members are equally enthusiastic, it is
0

not difficult to fin teachers who credit these sessions with vastly reducing thttieten

tial for ethnic conflict t 1. ugh open discussion of attitudes engendered by racial dif,

ferences and eRperiences. Invol ing most of the entire.stafF in such sessions would

2.1
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probably alleviate the staff tensions evident at some secondary schools. Approximately

ten teachers went,from public school t,) privaie academiesin 1971; the .e people would

obviously htvt bean counterproductive i, public school efforts to incredse racial co-

operation. Some white teachers lend'their children to private academies, ini a few
' .

-I
. . ,

black 'teachers have children in the lab school.at South Carolina Slate. In the current

atmosphere where public education is constantly on trial and its opponents sight any

movement from it as lack of support, this situation is most tregrettable.

When a whitecadministrator let it be knoWn that he planned to transfer his children

to a private academy, the superintendent informed him that while "due process" would

probably prevent him from being fired Cm:these grounds, he could not see how the man

could-function effectively; thevadministrator resigned. Action-oriented commitment

on the part of nearly all administrators and principals hai-established a psycholoGical

climate that is supportive Of staff efforts, and apparent to students and parents.

Fortyieight percent of Orangeburg'steachers have MA's, a percentage much

'higher than that of Southtarolina's othe; school districts. The variety of 1n-service

s

sessions, workshops and consultant services irade available ltoistaWniembers for the

period prior to and during initial unificalon aided in fuithering an atmosphere of

professiono!ism. These services dealt with everything from learning styles Of students

and methods and materials for multi- ethnic- groups to specialized curriculum areas.

Most teachers feel that they were prepared for their increasingly diverse student

group.. or that they know how to secure the assistance they.might need to work with'

such groups.,

Of the 70 aides, 46 serve as instructional aides; seven as reading aides; and the

22.
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remainder as lunchroom.or clerical-aides. ' Approximately 55% of these positions \ss

i
,

are filled by blacks.' The great mafarit/ofboth aides and teachers come from either
. .

P . ,

Orqngeburg or the immediate area anr.l..hc :e,grown up there. This has led I low, .
i* Vt

4
J

, ,

teacher-tumover and to many informal slut( Links; thiskind of stability coupled with

Slope ctive gained by staff members at human relations sessions has led to a

ot c

smooth staff desegregationprocess and a willingness to work to improve the quality

of education for all District 5 schools.

. /
Students

It was noted 'above that .secondary.school students were sensitive: to situationi of

ethnic conflict between staff members. These secondary students have lived through
o

an impOrtant period in racial relations in this country, particularly in their Southern

region. As a result, many tend to be extremely aware of thesprejudices and the hypo

cracies of the palt and quite sophisticated at detecting traces of such feelings in --the

actions of their elders. Most students who attended human relations sessions recom

mended strongly that more teachers and parents attend such sessions, but not in groups

with their own children. There is a freedom to associate between black and white in

schoolrelated activities that mighshock find disinay mpny parents. This freedom,

however, is restricted in a large sense to such activities and does not indicate that

all students are entirely free of their own ethnicallyrelated biases. However; the

'ability most students at the human relations conferences showed to get at the basis

O

.
of personal prejudices or. misconceptians does indicate that this generation is, for

A

the most part, significantly different from the preiious one.
d

2 3. ra



At the early, elementary ages, black and white students ride the buses qnd attend
, . .

t

schall jagether witK no apparent manifestations of prejudice. This squdt ion changes./ .
. _

gradUolly as.the youngsters realize the sociological framework in their cart,- unity, a

framework in which race cannot be 'ignored., The manageable size of the district may

account in part for the ease with

the 1970-71 and 1971 -72 plans,

challenged-by the change on the
j.

to the process..

Parents/Community

:Orangellurg District 5 abounds in Citizen Advisory Committees. The forty member

which students transferred to different schools under
r

but the willingness to accept, live with and e4eri be

port of many Orangeburg youngsters also contributed

districtwide committee which reflects the socio economic and racial diversity of the

area was nominated in Spring, 1970, by'a 6member committee (three blocks arid three

whites) and approved by the Board. Some political diversity is reflected on this:cam
,

.mittee, with the NAACP represented and some members of the white establishment,

though-a number Of whites resigned after the court order. Although the membershie does

include lowincome individuals, there is on awarenessjhot members must make sure these

people are heard from since there is a tendency for middle-Ttlass verbalization to pcevail

Although it is on "advisory" committee, its members do believe they'can influence board

policy; examplgs of suggestions mode to and acted favorably on by the board include

hiring lunchroom aides to release teacher time and inviting high school students to -

Y

attend board meetings. Members ore known in the communityond;frequentlY asked

about school programs or about the "truth" of the latest rumor; consequently, they

24:
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make constant effarti to keep informed. The priorities stated by this grciup as the

first year of unification draws to a clot are: ")(1) to help continue ESAVfuhFlirig

which has been instrumental in fostering .nod relations among students; (2) to show

the community that the.public system is wc,zing and offers more while fighting monies

being given to private academies; and (3) to acknowledge the possibility that the

second year may 'be more difficult and to be adeqUcttely prepared to deal with.that-

wo,

- Ad ESAP adV4ory committee is an offshoot orthis larger body'and works with

' the district office of federal' funding in setting priorities. Parent AdvisOry Committees
\

'
.

. . , ., .

have been
:.

organized at each elementary.ichool; some are actively involved in such

issues as testing and releasing test results,*otbrs are concerned more with how monies

..are.alloted and others have yet to become active beyond a minimal 'level. An eighty-

member advisory corrittee acts onthe secondary 1w/el,. meeting at times with the

ES AP advisorystudent adviso committees .in-each school.

While Parent Teacher Organizations are active in only two schools, the level of

pareht involvement is slowly increasing in nearly all schools. Instead of all-school

'open ,houses,. many elementary schools conduit team open houses, giving the parents

more of an opportunity to talk personally with other parents and with teachers in the

context of a smaller group. ,Principals and teachers are realizing that classrooms

should be open to parents; though this type of classrcx5Th visiting has increased, many

parents still Feel they are unwelcome and more effort is needed to increase this type

of interaction.
'

Volunteers are one means of increasing interaction; and 85 such volunteers were
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, .

1 %

, . .. .,
workini at least,,once a weekin an assigned capacity in April, 1972. One-fourth

A/
. ,

.

of these volunteers were block, and or t -foirrth were non-parents.,Thirty work as

t
.- . \=,_. , ,

junior. high school individual reading tutc. -, a few work with the adjunct education
1 -7 ." . . S-

program at 04.9-10 school,and all elernee:-:%.ry schools have several volunteers per

forming a variety of duties from clerical,to.instructional. The Conirnunity Involvement

Coordinator, hired in the fall 1971., recruits, orients'and maintains continuous-contact

with these volunteers anclwith the staff members who work with them. She has also

succeeded in having commUnity, members work with classes as "resource" people in

an'area of expertise:,
s..

Funding
-

*

The District spent $3,645;518 for current Operations in 1470-7I and has 0.1971-72

,.

budget of 11,950,,000. These sums include special funds &Om otitsidesourCei.All bur.,,, - . .:,...

. .
- --..

Ina and retirement costs-assumed by, the state are not included in the abc.ve figures..

.4

g

School system cost per student is computed at approximately $545 in,1970-71 and $600

in 1971-72. Title I funding in 1971-72 is approximately $542,000, Title'IV $41,460,

ESAP $327,429 and 45 $125,084. '.
`,^N

Due to the system of accounting required by districts in South Carolina it is nearly

impossible to separdtd the"costs of "desegregation" out of the budget,. Simplistically

it could, be stated that the Title IV, ESAP and 45 funds plus the monies spent'oci busing

an additioncil 2,000 students constitute desegregation expensei. Howeveri:nkiny of
,

he services provided under these funds, pirticulorly aides counselors, cOrkrgnity

involvement andln-service, are services that have 'improved the level of education

2 6 .
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I
provided irrespective of desegregation. Students, staff, and community acknowledge

the esential nature of these services.- Although the district is committed maintain--

ing these services, loco! funding could never adequately do-so at thepresen*

and empt-nsis on a continued program of aggressive maintenance Of and search for

outside funding is essential.

Evaluation

7:

The only objective evaluation date available for the district are medial scores on .

national achievement tests: on these tests, the results show Orangeburg students a

bit lowerthan the state average (which is about four months-below the national norm).

The 1971'1'esults-for 467 fourth graders are from one to two months lower than the 1970
L.

results,for 621 fourth graders. This is not surprising since a number of upper class 'Whites

transferred etc the private academies between the two testing periods:. No efforts havp

beenmade in this first year to compare the performance level of pupils by ethnic group
, .

in an iritegrated situation to that in a segregated situation. ThisYs, no doubt, a 'wisel' , ,,, ..),.

. .
decision as the complex number of variables operating clueing This period would preclude

the possibility of drawing conclusi/Ons..Kegarding the effect of desegregation on test scores.

:Problems

*Although District 5 has admirably implemented the process of desegregating its

schools, there are some areas in which efforts have not been adequate and to which

attention must', be drawn. Along the staff there remain Vestiges of raci,sm, both cons

clews and hidden. At the conscious /level one can sight the 's/ e condary school. staff

who make infer-ethnic staff communication difficult, and,the few teachers, black

;0 1
Y.+ i

`-`
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and-white, who view all students of the opposite roce in tents of ethnic sterotypes.

The evidences of rocism which result C-om what hos not been done:and from perspec

tives not considered includthe dearth d .-ul iethnic curricula at the elementary

level and fhe slow pace at which more atteation is being given by all teachort, not

just "black studies" teachers, to ethnic considerations in curricula. Also included

here would be the ethnic 'makeup of the central office staff which includes ()MY two

blacks,,one, the lunchroom,supervisor, being rarely visible. Althoughthe'superin-
o

tendent, the coordinator of federal projects and other central administrators are corn,
petent, committed and. have the respect of most of the black community, black prin-

cipals and teachers believe that equally competent blacks could have been easily
0."

located for these positions within the system cnd this belief.appears to'-be justified.

As for desegregation issues which directly affect students, the situation whe-eby
...)

approximately 1906children, many of-them very young, char* buses enroute to
., .

school is a most unfortunate one, and it appears that, given logistical and funding

o
limitations, this situation will continue. Ability grouping, though done flexibly,

both at the elementary and secondary levels, has resulted In some classes, predom
.

inantly black, of all low ability children with the concomitant problems of teacher

attitude and impediments to progress. The one and twograde schools which can be

considered less than desirable, appear to be viewed positively by both principals and

teachers at the elementary level, with mixed emotions by the secondary staff; parents

can be heard to complain when they have four children in four different schools./ The

students themselves, however, seem to be unaffected by such discussion's.

Orarigeburg is a community with a history of racial tensions, many of which remain.
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The "white flight" to private academies and the support given to these academies by
2

members of the white establishment has lad p debilitating effect both findncially and

morally on the public system.. Rumors of "lack of discipliAe" in the schooli are often

fostered ;iy Those who support the private acodemies iry an'effort to justify their actions

on nonprejudiced.grounds. To an outside observer it appears that District 5 schools

hare the, barest minimum of discipline problems, and, although citizen committee

members help to keep the community informed on this account, such rumors persist.

The second and third years of the unified systeni will be crucial ones in terms of per

centage of white students; while there is a good chance that some whites may return.

to the public schools, there is also the possibility that more whites will leave. The

increased cf.enhess of the schools will, most cie:arably, bring more people in to observe

and take avoice in their children's education as one way of mobilizing community

suppbrt;as yet, the respinse'to this openness has been relatively slight.

Why Is It Exemplary?

To say that the 'community members have not responded in significant numbers to

the school's openness does not. mean to imply that there is a lack of communication

within the district. Infact, the presence of a sizable, articulate" black middle doss,

the great majority of whom are educators, and a number of politically competent

whites who feel strong commitment to public education were essential factors in the

process of articulating needs and keeping-communication lines open. The extent to

which the 1968 tragedy contributed to the'realization on the part of those whites who

support a truly unified system that a more active involvement in 'the entire process

2.9
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of actualizing the road to equal opportunity for blacks was called for can never

be assessed. Most agree that it did ";,3ke Up" a number of people. The black

middle class, while,perhaps not represer tative of the entire black'population, -

does include members who are in touch with most segments of this-population, and

h sophisticated in the kinds of political action required to bring about change. The

April, 1972 school board election, inwhich the, two blacks were returned to office

with large majorities attests to the fact that these elements have tombiried to win the

support of olarge percentage of the community.

Although the final' court order came just two months 'before implementation, pre-
.

potation fori unitary plan began two years prior to tiqi action. The humcn relations

conferences; the advisory committees, the workshops, and all the other ESAP funded,

activities enumerated above began to involve ;toff, students and community in active,

meaningful dialogue and to prepare them for the inevitability of inlificction. The De-

segregation Centet. of the University was consulted wisely and often as were other re-.

sources, both local and regional. This amount of careful yet diversified advance pre-

potation was an im dant factor in, the smooth implementation of the plan.

Human Relations conferences, both those for staff and those for students with

adult *facilitators have been well-planned with a great deal of fle;cibility as possible,

andare.Credited.w th a major role in creating and sustaining attitudes and perspectives

relatively free of 61ias. It is essential that such sessions be held periodically to involve

211 secondary studeni ts and,-all staff members, and that these groups-have a voice in

planning the sessions.

Without a superintendent, staff and school board committed io the task of unifica-

`,3 0



'lion, the above Considerations could have been diffused into a lack of crystallized

suppp-t.. The three men who have held the superintendent's job over the put twenty

years hu.'e accepted the fact of eventual unification and have taken an activa stance

in support of it-as have school board members.- The director of federal projects has

been.not only an active moral sypporter, but an active fund raiser, _making possible

.
many of the preparatory and supplementary activities. These two people are repre

.

sentative of, the personnel of the distriet. There are exceptions, of course, but this

competence, coupled with a sensitivity to the factors which will make unification
IR

successful continue to be-one of the District's strengths.

Effectiveness

Theorists and others who-have studied school desegregation suggest several crucial'

requirements for day school desegregation program. Four of these elements are repre

limited in the Orangeburg program. These are: (1) preparation for desegregation; -

,
(2) effective communications; (3) firm policy enunciation and support;,and (4) edu

cational innovations in service to children.'

In regard to these requirements, Orangeburg is considered to be one of the more

successful in the country, despite the fact that it is not free of problems. Apparently,

preparation of the community, staff, and students forconsiderable effort went into the

the implementation of mandatory desegregation. This is reflected in thees ablishment

of a Citizens Advisory Committee, biracial council, humans relations sessions, S-

setters, and open houses. The creation of an active and effective system of communi

cations ensured that resistance and non compliance to desegregation would not result
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from misunderstonding or lack of inforrno" Hon,. The policy was clearly enuncioted

by it a courts. Even more importont, however, wos the school board's firms .endorse=

ment or the policy as reflected in its serious effort at implementing:a desegregation

plantar: d in its decision that any board member unwilling to send his children to a

desegregated school resign:

Probably more important than the bringing together of different ethnic and eco-

nomic groups is what the school system does to change!its educational programs to

accommodate demographic changes in the school population. Iri'grangeburg, the

schools have adopted a plan called "continuous progress" through Which severali
,

changes in educational program were initiated. in an effort to cichievequality edu-

cation for cll children in the system team teaching, clustering of classes, improved

communicatIln between school and home, and activities designed to build and utilize

community pride were emphasized. In this latter connection, the contribution made

by the emergence of a chomFlionship.football team as,a product of the, combination

of black and white high schools is not to be underrated. The pride that the common -.

ity took in this achievement has probably contributed greatly to the 'acceptance of
, .

.*';:*',
the desegreatiOn progrom.

'1.,

The desegregation process has not been without its problems, hoWever. There

=-)
are undercurrents'of dissatisfaction with the continued control of the system bypre-

dominantly white administrators. The ratio of whites to blocks dropped sharply os

whites fled the system, preferring private academies. However, t his trend appears

to be reversing itself os the viability of the fledgling institutions is increasingly

questioned. The decision to utilize homogeneous ability grouping hos resulted in



some resegregation. Foi-tunately, the presence of a relatively large proportion of

middle.clasv blacks has resulted in ethnic integration being maintained it, the upper-

ability groups.__ The lowest ability group_, hoWever, tend to be all black.

. As serious as some of the problems may be, the effort is exemplary in

ment and prOgram. .It is too early to make sound judgments with fespect to its impact

on academic achievement, bUt the data available this for are neutral 'to positive.'

There is no evidence that students have lost as a result of the change. If one of

the purposes of education, however,..is preparapon for democratic living, there

is evidence that democracy has gained at Orangeburg:

r
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